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Plate Tectonics: Earthquakes and Volcanoes

Part 1- Earthquakes

• Oceanic-oceanic convergence boundary type

◦ What forces at this plate boundary type causes earthquakes: When two oceanic tectonic 

plates meet (converge) one will subduct (move under) the other. This can cause vibrations, 

shock waves and energy to emanate from this location in the form of earthquakes.

◦ Screen shot:

◦ Location: Paupua New Guinea



◦  Date and Time: July 8, 2013

◦ Magnitude:7.2

◦ Depth of focus: 378.8 km (235.38 miles)

• Continental-continental convergence boundary type

◦ What forces at this plate boundary type causes earthquakes: When two contenetnal techtonic 

plates meet (converge) instead of one place subducting under the other, they tend to crash 

together to form mountain ranges. This movement can cause vibrations, shockwaves and 

energy to emanate from this location in the form of earthquakes.

◦ Screen shot:

◦ Location: Northeastern Sakha, Russia

◦  Date and Time: July 7, 2013 @4:43 am

◦ Magnitude:4.4

◦ Depth of focus: 10 km (6.21m)



• Oceanic-continental convergence boundary type

◦ What forces at this plate boundary type causes earthquakes: When a Continental plate and a 

oceanic plate meet (converge) the oceanic plate will subduct (move under) the continental 

plate due to density differences. This sliding movement can cause vibrations, shock waves 

and energy to emanate from this location in the form of earthquakes.

◦ Screen shot:

◦ Location: Colima, Mexico

◦  Date and Time: July 2, 2013 @5:36 pm

◦ Magnitude:3.7

◦ Depth of focus: 10km (6.21 mi)

• Transform boundary type

◦ What forces at this plate boundary type causes earthquakes: A transform boundary is a type 

of strike-slip fault where movement between the meeting faults is horizontal. The slippage 

causes vertical faults along the boundaries and shallow and focused earthquakes.



◦ Screen shot:

◦ Location: San Francisco Bay Area

◦  Date and Time: July8, 2013 @ 2:48 am

◦ Magnitude:1

◦ Depth of focus:4.8km (2.98m)

• Divergence boundary type

◦ What forces at this plate boundary type causes earthquakes: Between some tectonic plates 

magma can push up and apart the plates. This usually happens in the ocean and causes 

spreading ridges, shallow earthquakes, and volcanic chains. 

◦ Screen shot:



◦ Location: Gulf of Aden

◦  Date and Time: July 5, 2013 @ 4:20pm

◦ Magnitude:4.8

◦ Depth of focus:10km (6.21 mi)



Part 2 – Volcanoes

• Cinder cone

◦ Screen shot:

◦ Name: Michoacan-Guanajuato, Mexico

◦ Plate boundary type (or hotspot):  Hotspot or vent volcano.

◦ What forces at this location cause volcanoes: This volcano is part of the ring of fire that 

popped up less than a century ago from a vent of lava. The trade mark cone shape is actually 

a build up of pyroclastic material that came from the vent and pilled up around it. 

• Caldera 

◦ Screen shot:



◦ Name: Crater Lake, Oregon USA

◦ Plate boundary type (or hotspot): hotspot

◦ What forces at this location cause volcanoes: Caldera volcanoes are a rare formation in 

which a volcano collapses or even explodes on itself. It causes large basin to form. 

Sometimes the resulting crater fills with water and creates a lake like this one, formed when 

Mt. Mazama collapsed thousands of years ago. 

• Stratovolcano (aka composite)

◦ Screen shot:



◦ Name: Cabalian, Central Philipines

◦ Plate boundary type (or hotspot): Oceanic-continental boundary

◦ What forces at this location cause volcanoes: Composite or stratovolcanoes are steep sloped 

volcanoes that develop with alternating layers of magma flow and pyrocrastics (ash, soot, 

and cinders). This volcano in the Philippines is most likely caused by its proximity to 

oceanic-Continental boundary. 

• Shield

◦ Screen shot:



◦ Name: Mauna Kea, Hawaii USA.

◦ Plate boundary type (or hotspot): Hawaiian hotspot

◦ What forces at this location cause volcanoes: Shield volcanoes have a more gentle slope and 

are built of layers of mostly solidified lava. The Hawaiian islands are mostly made of shield 

volcanoes forming from lava coming up from the hotspots they are located over. 



Part 3- Reflection 

The first time I started to grasp the concept of tectonic plates I was about 7 years old and 

watching “Bill Nye the Science Guy” (PBS, 1994). Bill Nye with his white lab coat and funky bow tie 

placed puzzle pieces shaped as the 7 continents afloat in a pan  on corn syrup which he than began to 

heat with a camp stove. This he explained, was a representation of a scientific theory called tectonics. 

Tectonic he said was the Latin the word build and how the theory explained how the earths crust, the 

part we live on, was actually build and is continuously changing.  

The puzzle pieces represented large pieces of continental plates, or land masses,  the corn syrup 

represented the molten metal mantel that the plates floated on. I watched in wonder as the corn syrup 

heated up and bubbles formed pushing wooden puzzle pieces apart and pushing other pieces together. 

He explained that the bubbling was like volcanoes spewing magma from deep within the earth, and the 

clashing places was areas where earthquakes quaked and mountains formed. This little visual treasure 

has stuck with me two decades later as the sight of the bubbling corn syrup and crashing puzzle pieces 

helped me understand the textbook in my college geography course.

 As scientists studied emerging data about the composition of the sea floor in the 1900s, they 

noticed  patterns and bands  of volcanic as well as earthquake activity and a new theory emerged to 

explain it  called the plate Tectonic Theory in 1968. The surface of earth, the land we live on, is float on 

pipping hot molten mantle.  The crust, or lithosphere, is broken up large plates, some as exposed land 

(continental plates) others as ocean floor (oceanic plates). These plates are not stationary and as they 

bump into each other natural phenomena like mountains, volcanoes, land formation, land  movement 

and earthquakes occur. 

Depending on the density and movement of the plates different phenomena happens along 

tectonic plate boundaries. Sometimes plates will converge and the lesser dense plate will move 

underneath (subduct) under the other. Sometimes when plates of equal density crash together they form 



mountains, or dive into trenches. The underlying magma in these areas of trauma can make their way 

up to the surface and be released and spew forth forming volcanoes. The friction of plates running 

along side each other, or breaking on each other can release a lot of energy causing the land to displace 

and move, thus creating earthquakes. So we can see that many earthquakes and volcanoes form due to 

their proximity to plate boundaries. This is very evident along the boundaries of the pacific ocean, 

which has come to be known as the Ring of Fire, due to it's earthquake and volcanic activity. 

An interesting thing I learned in my reading and assignments was that the Hawaiian Islands, of 

which I knew was formed because of volcanic activity, isn't actually on a plate boundary. These Islands 

are formed by the Hawiaan Hot spots. An area of where the Pacific Oceanic plate is thin, and magma is 

able to rise to the surface. This unique phenomena has cause one of the most unique, and beautiful, 

pieces of land on the earth. Isolated islands of lush greenery and volcanic soil which is truly a marvel in 

the geographic sense. There is still scientific research going on to discover exactly how these islands 

formed, the source of these hot spots.  It is believed that it is due to plumes rising plumes of mantel 

material. How ever they formed, it is definitely a place I want to visit even more now that I have read 

about it. 

I lived in southern California for the first 8 years of my life, and as such I remember feeling lots 

of earthquakes due to our proximity to the San Andres Fault. One earthquake stood out in my mind 

more then the rest. I woke up one night in June 1992 to my mother yelling in my room, in my groggy 

state I couldn't figure out what could be so important that she would be shaking the foot of my bed so 

violently.  It turned out it was an earthquake, the largest earth quake the U.S. Had felt in decades (U.S. 

Geological Survey, online). We where far enough from the epicenter that the only damage was a few 

broken glasses and a fallen tree branch. Reading about the Transform Boundaries, has really helped me 

to understand why my bed shook so hard that night. It has also helped me feel more grateful about 

living in Utah, where there is not nearly as much seismic activity. 

I have found this unit of geography very interesting,  particularly while using Google Earth 



program.  As I explored the digital representation of the globe and saw the large amount or recent 

earthquake occurrences as well as the numerous volcanoes, I couldn't help but ponder how ever present 

change is. We imagine the world as something solid and stable, but it really is something very much 

alive. This “life” is manifest not only in the quaking we sometimes feel, or the gushing of red hot lava, 

but the relics of large scale natural events in our past. Extinct volcanoes, gorgeous in their ominous 

beauty dot the landscape from the Antarctic to Iceland. Mountains reach high up into the sky due to 

violent confrontations of  land masses. Continents drift apart, some as fast as an inch a year. Everything 

changes, sometimes we just don't notice it because our vision is so small. These natural disasters are 

really just natural. Not to be despised, but to be studied and prepared for. 


